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UK: IPC; USA: Fantagraphics Books; Japan: Triangle. 180gsm glossy matt paper. First English
language appearances of these first two volumes of the popular Black Comedy strip. Excellent
condition. Item #2764 14 1/4 x 20 1/2 and 14 1/4 x 21 1/2 (each about 120 pages). Black and white,
with occasional graphite oversize panel breaks, all in fine and very clean condition. A huge book -
each edition of the comic ran to approx. 60cm x 90cm (24" x 36") and had a large number of panels
to fill and masterly drawn in a distinctive and distinctive collage-style. This edition features the best-
known, largest and longest sequences from the early years of the comic. EU: Le Lombard; USA:
Revolution Comics. This issue only. A 20" x 14" folio of 24 pages in issue #11 of the popular British
humour magazine, The Beano. Presented in its original, clear, 2-tone plastic wallet cover with an
embossed logo. A fine copy of a rare and valuable book, in VG condition. Condition: VG+ (good). EU:
Réclame; USA: Globe. A first edition of the comic book of Chi-Raq! Not only was it new to most
readers, it was a tremendous hit, and it was called the first superhero to come from the ghetto. This
copy is a first issue graded VG. Light rubbing to outer corners and reverse of front cover. Margins
bumped slightly. A very attractive book to look at and hold. The publisher used it as a launch-pad to
launch the careers of two young comic creators - Brian Stelfreeze (creator of The Boondocks ) and
Eric Dottin (creator of Blaxploitation and Rock Steady).
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Although She-Hulk: Attorney at Law is not a perfect film, it did try to replicate one of the original
character's comic book stories. It could have been much more successful if a classic Marvel

character was used instead. With the recent release of Battle Guy vs Giant-Man we now get our first
glimpse of one of the few dozen popular characters from comics that have no presence in the MCU.
The character, a " funny " and frequently annoying new Earth version of Doctor Strange named Jake

Dell, could be the other incarnation of Doctor Strange to come, given he was played by Benedict
Cumberbatch (Sigourney Weaver would have had no hope of carrying off this new character). We

think that the success of the character would certainly warrant Marvel Studios to use him again. As
one of the first Avengers to be put on a pedestal, Captain America seems tailor-made for another of
the tall, handsome iconic heroes of the 1940s comic books, Roy Raymond (played by Tom Watson).
At first glance, it's not quite clear why that would be the case. Roy Raymond later became an heroic
adventurer with the costumed alter-ego Captain Patriot, but as depicted above, the Roy Raymond

character from the 1940s era comic books was more suited for a cynical, wise-cracking dandy.
Marvel Comics' Captain America was an ideal comic book foil for the golden-hearted, naive, patriotic
Captain America of the 1940s who revered Captain America as a living embodiment of what a human

should be. Although, as was the case with Tony Stark, Marvel Studios likely would have had to go
back in time to Marvel Comics editor Joe Simon in order to include the Captain Patriot/Roy Raymond

character. 5ec8ef588b
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